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Summer 2 Questions
It’s Summer!
1

A. In the 4th century the first two-piece bathing suit was featured. B. In
the18th century lead weights were sewn into the hems of bathing suits.
So, is A true, B true, both true, both false?

2

Which event was inaugurated in Athens at the 1896 Olympic Games to
commemorate a famous event in Athens’s history?

3

True or false? The Chinese invented and wore the first pair of sun glasses
more than 2,000 years ago.

4

When was t the first ice cream parlour opened in New York City? A. 1776
B. 1826 C. 1876 D. 1926

5

True or false? the American hotdog is most likely a descendent of the
traditional sausage eaten by many Europeans and taken to the US?

6

During which year was the Summer Olympics NOT cancelled? A. 1916 in
Berlin B. 1940 in Tokyo C. 1944 in London D. 1980 in Moscow

7

True or false? Although lemonade may be a popular summer drink, it is
also used for perfume and medical purposes as well as a cleaning agent.

8

True or false? Once upon a time, American men were required to wear a
skirt with their bathing suit. According to the “Bathing Suit Regulations”
published May 17, 1917, men’s suits had to be worn with a skirt or have
at least a skirt effect. The skirt had to be worn outside of the trunks.

9

When, according to meteorologists, does summer start?

10

1960s three successive Summer Olympics During the produced a boxing
gold medallist who went on to win the professional heavyweight title. Who
were they? [1 mark for each]

11

If you need help with your hot dog etiquette then you should consult the
National Hot Dog and Sausage Council’s rules of Hot Dog Etiquette which
includes such rules as: A. Don’t put the hot dog toppings between the hot
dog and the bun. B. Always “dress the dog,” not the bun; C. Don’t use a
cloth napkin to wipe your mouth when eating a hot dog. D. Paper is
always preferable; Do eat a hot dog on a bun with your hands. E. Utensils
should not touch hot dogs on buns; F. Don’t take more than five bites to
finish a hot dog. G. For foot-long wieners, seven bites are acceptable; H.
All condiments remaining on the fingers after the hot dog is eaten should
be licked away, not washed. State which of these are true.

12

When did black stockings and a ruffled cap or straw hat completed the
fashionable swimming costume? A. 1860s B. 1880s C. 1900s D. 1910s
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13

On Midsummer Eve, throughout Europe peasants often celebrated by
lighting fires in streets and marketplaces. Why? A. Birth of John the
Baptist B. Death of John the Baptist C. The, er, falling asleep of Virgin
Mary D. Annunciation of Virgin Mary
Midsummer originated as a pagan holiday in pre-Christian times. It is a
celebration of great importance in Sweden, Denmark, Latvia, Norway,
Estonia, Finland, and Lithuania. It is also observed in Italy, Ireland, parts
of Britain, Spain, France, Malta, Ukraine, Portugal, United States, Canada,
etc.

14

How many lemons does a lemon tree bears each year?
Ice Cream

15

True or false? While you might think kids ages 2-12 eat the most ice
cream apparently older adults (ages 45 and up) eat just as much.

16

Although the exact origins of ice cream are not known and cannot be
documented, historians believe it can be traced back to when? A. 4000
years in China B. 3000 years in India C. 2000 years in Italy D. 1000 years
in Normandy

17

What is peculiar about French ice cream? A. It is enriched with egg yolks
B. It contains nutmeg C. It is coloured with beetle extract D. It dribbles all
down your face

18

What are the three basic ingredients of ice cream?

19

True or false? Dolley Madison, wife of U.S. President James Madison, did
serve ice cream at her husband’s Inaugural Ball in 1813.

20

True or false? At the 1904 St. Louis World’s Fair, ice cream vendor Charles
Menches ran out of dishes for his ice cream and then turned to a
neighbouring booth run by Ernest Hamwi, who was from Syria. Hamwi was
selling a Middle Eastern treat called Zalabia. Zalabia consists of a crisp,
wafer-like pastry sold with syrup. Rolling up the Zalabia, Menches scooped
his ice cream on top.

21

True or false? The sundae originated because laws were passed in the US
in the 19th century prohibiting the selling of soda on Sundays, so the ice
cream soda was sold without the soda.

22

True or false? The popsicle, or ice lolly, is said to have been accidentally
invented in 1905 when fruit cordial was frozen on a particularly cold night,
with stirring sticks still in place.

23

What is the difference between ordinary ice cream and soft ice cream? A.
It contains more air B. It is sold as it comes from the freezer before
hardening C. More water is added D. It’s a damn site more messy.

24

How many pounds of milk are needed to make 1 gallon of ice cream?
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25

Scientists have discovered that it takes how many licks to eat a single
scoop of ice cream? A. 20 B. 50 C. 100 D. 1

26

According to the International Ice Cream Association, on which day of the
week is the most ice creams sold?

27

Name 3 of the top 10 ice cream consuming countries in the world?
Blasting Down The Road!

28

"Summer Nights" came from the soundtrack of which movie?

29

What group sang "Summer In The City"?

30

From what play/movie is the ballad "Summertime"?

31

Complete this song title: "Summer _________" by Frank Sinatra.

32

Many singers have performed "Summertime Blues". Can you choose who
ORIGINALLY made it famous?

33

"In The Summertime" was sung by whom?

34

Theme from "A Summer Place" was performed by whom?

35

Complete this song title: “Those something Days of Summer”.

36

She'll be your "tootsie wootsie" in the what Summertime?

Holiday Destinations
In each of the sentences below, the names of two countries are hidden. For
example, the sentence: "Interpol and the FBI track down hidden marksmen"
conceals the names POLAND and DENMARK
37

Have you ever heard an animal talk in dialect?

38

Extra tuition will help an amateur to improve his painting.

39

The king and queen eat breakfast and lunch in a fine palace.

40

If an iron pipe rusts you just have to shrug and accept it.
"Payday came and with it beer" - Rudyard Kipling
"O Beer! O Hodgson, Guinness, Allsopp, Bass! Names that should be on every infant’s tongue." -C.V.
Calverley
"What's the difference between a pint of beer and a pee? Twenty minutes." - Benny Hill
"American Beer is a lot like making love in a row boat. It's ****ing close to water!" - Eric Idle
"For a quart of ale is a dish for a king" - William Shakespeare, A Winter’s Tale
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Holiday Snaps – Summer Quiz 2 – What Are These Features?
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Summer Quiz 2 – Answer Sheet
Holiday Snaps
1
2

6

3

7

4

8

5

9
It’s Summer!

1

A true, B true, both true, both false

2
3
4

A. 1776 B. 1826 C. 1876 D. 1926

5
6

A. 1916 in Berlin B. 1940 in Tokyo C. 1944 in London D. 1980 in Moscow

7
8
9
10
11 A. Don’t put the hot dog toppings between the hot dog and the bun. B. Always
“dress the dog,” not the bun; C. Don’t use a cloth napkin to wipe your mouth
when eating a hot dog. D. Paper is always preferable; Do eat a hot dog on a
bun with your hands. E. Utensils should not touch hot dogs on buns; F. Don’t
take more than five bites to finish a hot dog. G. For foot-long wieners, seven
bites are acceptable; H. All condiments remaining on the fingers after the hot
dog is eaten should be licked away, not washed.
12 A. 1860s B. 1880s C. 1900s D. 1910s
13 A. Birth of John the Baptist B. Death of John the Baptist C. The, er, falling
asleep of Virgin Mary D. Annunciation of Virgin Mary
14
Ice Cream
15
16 A. 4000 years in China B. 3000 years in India C. 2000 years in Italy D. 1000
years in Normandy
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17 A. It is enriched with egg yolks B. It contains nutmeg C. It is coloured with
beetle extract D. It dribbles all down your face
18
19
20
21
22
23 A. It contains more air B. It is sold as it comes from the freezer before
hardening C. More water is added D. It’s a damn site more messy.
24
25 A. 20 B. 50 C. 100 D. 1
26
27
Blasting Down The Road!
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
Holiday Destinations
Interpol and the FBI track down hidden marksmen
37 Have you ever heard an animal talk in dialect?
38 Extra tuition will help an amateur to improve his painting.
39 The king and queen eat breakfast and lunch in a fine palace.
40 If an iron pipe rusts you just have to shrug and accept it.
"Payday came and with it beer" - Rudyard Kipling
"O Beer! O Hodgson, Guinness, Allsopp, Bass! Names that should be on every infant’s tongue." -C.V.
Calverley
"What's the difference between a pint of beer and a pee? Twenty minutes." - Benny Hill
"American Beer is a lot like making love in a row boat. It's ****ing close to water!" - Eric Idle
"For a quart of ale is a dish for a king" - William Shakespeare, A Winter’s Tale
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